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Abstract 
With the upgrading of the network technology, big data has become a tool for major e-
commerce platforms to discover and analyze consumers. Moreover, the rapid 
development of the national economy increases residents’ income and promotes the 
expanding of “new middle class” to pursues high-quality and personalized goods, and to 
pay more attention to the spiritual enjoyment brought by consumption. This upgrading 
consumption pattern is called Consumption Upgrade. In such a context, YEATION was 
established in April, 2016. This study combines the background of consumption upgrade 
and the application of big data to dissect the business model of YEATION, “Good Life is 
not so Expensive”. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, with the appearing of the new middle class, consumption upgrade and the 
application of big data, many new e-commerce platforms are gradually entering people's vision. 
A typical example is YEATION e-commerce platform, which was established in April, 2016. 
Thanks to its unique business philosophy, innovation in the development pattern and good 
services provided for the target consumers, YEATION, as a latecomer, successfully finds a place 
in the e-commerce field with fierce competition. 
The business philosophy of YEATION is in line with the development trend and its production 
mode also provides guarantee for its development. This paper deeply excavates its business 
philosophy. YEATION is given hope to lead China's e-commerce platforms to develop, innovate 
and promote the transformation and upgrading of the entire e-commerce industry while 
meeting the needs of the rapidly expanding “new middle class”. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. On YEATION’s Business Mode 
On the whole, scholars at home and abroad have studied YEATION’s business mode from 
different angles, which has theoretical significance and gives guidance for YEATION’s 
development. 
Firstly, they made quite comprehensive analysis on YEATION’s business model; Secondly, 
based on the comparison with other e-commerce platforms, they discussed the advantages and 
disadvantages of this model, and put forward various practical ideas to optimize and improve 
by making good use of their creative thinking; Thirdly, they, combined with specific cases, made 
specific analysis on a certain aspect in YEATION’s whole industrial chain and provided new 
theories for further study on YEATION. 
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2.2. On Consumption Upgrade 
From the perspective of traditional theory, consumption upgrading refers to the change of the 
proportion of all kinds of consumption expenditure in the total consumption expenditure, 
which is reflected in the decline of food consumption expenditure and the rise of corresponding 
industrial products and service products consumption expenditure. 
Huang Weiting (2013) pointed out that consumption upgrade is a multi-dimensional process, 
mainly including content upgrading and quality upgrading. Content upgrading is the upgrading 
of consumption structure emphasized by traditional consumption upgrading theory, while 
quality upgrading is viewed from the perspective of consumption forms and means. 
That is, people’s demand for food is not only to satisfy hunger, but also requires green, health 
and safety without public harm. If the upgrading of consumption content is to constantly adjust 
the consumption objects according to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, the upgrading of 
consumption quality is the higher requirement for quality throughout. 

3. Consumption Upgrade Boosting the Birth of YEATION 

3.1. Emergence of a New Middle Class 
With the rise of the new middle class, the middle-income group has become the main 
consumption force. Their consumption concept and behavior possess their own characteristics. 
They no longer blindly pursue big brands and luxury goods but pay more attention to the 
characteristics and personality of the brand; they have higher aesthetics, focus on the design 
and usage of goods, and pursue high quality; they lay emphasis on the concept of environment-
friendly and green and value the production and supply chain of goods; at the same time, they 
want the merchants to select the goods for them because they have a fast pace of work and life 
and the situation of spending much time in picking goods is no longer meet their needs. 
The user profile of the new middle class is as follows: 
1) Young, the “post-80s” and “post-90s” are the main force, and the proportion of people aged 
25-40 is 61.4%; 
2) Having Good education background, undergraduate education or above at 59.7%; 
3) Living in the first-and-second tier cities in China mostly; 
4) Having an Annual income of more than 100,000 yuan; 
5) Pursuing quality life. 
Wu Xiaobo (2017) points out with the urban population reaching around 94 million, there will 
be about 30 to 35 million middle class in China. These new middle class have crossed the 
demand of low price, and are willing to pay for the quality of life and health, and they are willing 
to pay a premium for high-quality life. Meanwhile, they will be anxious about housing prices 
and education of children, and they will also pay attention to the cost-effective goods while 
pursuing high-quality life. 

3.2. Big Data of Netease Incubating YEATION 
Firstly, in the “new retail” era, the mode of “big data + online + offline + logistics” makes the 
business model of retail enterprises transform with consumer demand as the core in many 
aspects, such as operation mode, marketing management, service system, etc. 
YEATION introduces online flow into offline flow according to the large amount of online flow 
accumulated by its platform, subdivides the targeted consumer groups and fully integrates its 
internal and external resources. It also selects products to meet the diversified needs of 
consumer according to supplier’s conditions and consumers’ preferences. 
YEATION receives the data from SEO, ASO, SEM, social media, like Weibo and Wetchat, 
communities, like Zhihu and Jianshu, word-of-mouth, application market and other platforms 
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and then integrates these resources, which optimizes the process, shortens the time in 
production and selling and establishes a “flexible supply chain”. The advantages of big data is 
to help manufacturers perceive the market more quickly, simplify the production and improve 
the yield (Li, Zhang & Mei, 2020). 
Secondly, Prices of all commodities of YEATION follow the rule of “cost price + VAT + postage”, 
which gets rid of the high brand premium to let consumers enjoy high quality life. 
Finally, for profit model, the real-time insight and prediction ability of big data can help 
enterprises gain insight into changes of the external environment, so that enterprises can adjust 
their strategic plans in time. 
YEATION establishes big data facilities by introducing talents. Relying on Netease’s large flow 
and large number of users, YEATION has real-time insight. It can forecast the diversified needs 
of consumers to clearly confirm product categories of purchasing, focus on quality of products, 
and innovate the traditional product positioning. 
YEATION selects suppliers based on big data technology to control quality of products from the 
source. It also reduces product premium, and strives to provide good products for consumers. 

4. Business Philosophy: “Good Life is Not So Expensive” 

4.1. “Good Life is Not So Expensive” 
YEATION benefits from consumption upgrade and complies with the background of new retail. 
It grasps the consumption psychology in the new era and creatively introduces the ODM mode 
into the e-commerce platform and then conveys the life attitude that “good life is not so 
expensive” to consumers. 
YEATION subdivides the consumers and then carries out differentiated marketing to attract 
targeted users. As a result, it becomes the dark horse of e-commerce industry.  
In terms of quality control, YEATION first selects direct supply of major manufacturers. Not 
only the factories it chooses have the product patent, but also their production, quality 
inspection and management have to reach the first-class level at home and even in the world. 
All products sold on YEATION must pass the tests of SGS and BV, which are the world's 
authoritative inspection organizations, before they are put on the shelves. Only when the 
results are qualified, the products can be sold in the market. 
Secondly, YEATION has a perfect selection team, which would go to the front line in person for 
on-site supervision to ensure that fresh food comes from the core origin and pay attention to 
control of formaldehyde in low level and harmlessly for textile products. 
In addition, YEATION has set up an external team called “selectors”, which is composed of 
experts from various industries, experts in living and users of YEATION. They would use the 
online products designed to sell in YEATION in person, and give suggestions for improvement. 
Although YEATION’s business partners are all domestic top tier suppliers, due to the ODM mode, 
all products should follow the pricing rule of “cost price + VAT + postage”, which removes the 
high brand premium of big brands and the cost for dealers at all places and for shopping malls 
in traditional sales mode. This pricing rule can greatly reduce the operating costs and make the 
price return to rational and more affordable level. 

4.2. “Good life”: Superior Quality, Superior Service and Good Philosophy 
4.2.1. “Superior Quality” 
The scholar Li Jing (2017) believes that “superior quality” is YEATION’s first priority. That is to 
say, the high quality of product, material, function and design can reach the high level of similar 
products. As for the measurement of “high level” , YEATION chose "big brands" at the beginning 
of its establishment. The process of selection, production monitoring, quality testing are 
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completed by the special team of YRATION to ensure the uniform standard of all goods on sale. 
YEATION has insisted to produce good products all the time, which would distinguish it from 
other e-commerce companies. The process is very complicated. For platforms selling products 
of all categories, it is not easy to pay so much energy on every products. However, through that 
way, YEATION can successfully build brand trust. 
4.2.2. “Superior Service” 
YEATION supports return service within 30 days. After professional training, staff of customer 
service would answer the questions asked by consumers in time. For logistics distribution 
service, although YEATION has its own logistics system, it selects Shunfeng logistics service, 
which has high standard recognized by the industry on distribution speed, delivery service and 
the protection of goods in the transportation. 
4.2.3. “Good Philosophy” 
“Good Philosophy” embodies in the brand. YEATION mainly aims to establish its brand image. 
The way of marketing content of the brand would enable consumers not only to get used to the 
brand products, but also to emotionally depend on the brand in the long-term use. YEATION 
guides consumers to use products with high-quality to improve the quality of life, at the same 
time, advises that they should adopt the consumption concept of “moderation” and have a deep 
knowledge of commodity itself from its “workmanship”, “production”, “material” to identify 
“good things” in the full range of goods. 

4.3. “Not Expensive”: Eliminating Brand Premium and Pursuing High Cost 
Performance 

At the beginning of establishment of YEATION, removing “brand premium” is the original 
intention for adopting ODM model, which directly connected with suppliers to reduce 
intermediate links and create an online shopping platform suitable for more consumers. Under 
the influence of symbol consumption, the consumers who are willing to pay for the added value 
of the brand are still enthusiastic. While the positioning of YEATION is not the same as high-
end luxury brand, but a shopping platform with high quality for ordinary people. The long-term 
brand building will be successful if the impression of “not so expensive” made by consumers on 
YEATION’s products. Consumerism of “getting rid of brand” against symbol consumption tends 
to form a new consumption symbol, that is “a high-quality brand that ordinary people can 
afford”. 

5. YEATION Redefining Customers 

5.1. Accurate Customer Positioning 
In the proportion of YEATION’s users, male are much higher than female, Unlike women’s 
frugalness and shopping around, men are not willing to spend too much time in choosing 
objects of everyday life. 
So the strategy that YEATION has carefully selected goods for man, is popularized in them. 
Positioning the target group as “new middle class with high knowledge”, YEATION is favored 
by consumers because of its accurate and sensitive group positioning. 

5.2. O2O Promotion 
5.2.1. Promotion Method 1: Social Contact 
The initial promotion strategy of YEATION is to rely on Netease mailbox to frequently send ads 
to users, which is convenient for YEATION. The conversion rate from mailbox to the interface 
of YEATION greatly increases the transaction and promotes recognition of YEATION. Many 
people first know YEATION through its poster for publicizing towel at 19.9 yuan. The 
advertising page was very simple and would not make customers feel too bored. 
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Later, YEATION continued to develop new advertising channels on other platforms, such as 
Netease koala and Netease cloud music. These platforms gathered its target consumers and 
potential consumers. The strategy of promotion gradually penetrated into the target groups, 
which greatly improved the conversion rate of commodity and transaction. 
5.2.2. Promotion Method 2: Group Chats by WeChat 
The operators for managing users encourage users to regularly give feedback on the commodity 
by sharing their shopping experience on YEATION’s products in the group chats and write these 
information in the forms that show the purpose of “seeking novelty” and “making suggestions”. 
The operators collect and sort out the data in time every day. WeChat group has a high degree 
of activity every day. From morning to night, the discussion about products are constant, and 
the group members can always be offered special coupons. 
5.2.3. Promotion Method 3: Live Broadcast 
YEATION takes live broadcast as a place to exchange product experience with the audience, and 
provide lifestyle tips for audience in the real life. The live broadcast is often set in the office area 
of the selection staff to show their daily work and the products. 
From the perspective of audience, on the one hand, they can get more discount information and 
product information from live broadcast. On the other hand, they also have a better 
understanding of YEATION’s products which shortens the distance with enterprises and brands. 
5.2.4. Promotion Method 4: Offline Activities 
In addition, in the past six months, YEATION has held a number of offline fan exchange activities 
across the country. These activities were organized not only by YEATION’s operation team, but 
also by the fans of YEATION. 
Meanwhile, the topics of YEATION’s activities emphasize social mechanism, featuring through 
forwarding and sharing in social platform to get coupons. From the perspective of emotional 
communication, social marketing can further shorten the distance with the audience. At the 
same time, the audience have a deeper understanding of YEATION through closely contact with 
this brand. 

5.3. “Life Aesthetics of Purchasing Three Commodities”. 
Compared with the copy-writing style of other e-commerce websites, the information of 
YEATION is neither "promotional" nor complex with too much font size and color. Based on the 
connection between quality and life, YEATION stands in consumers’ point of view to consider 
their using needs and enhances the trust of consumers and the persuasion of goods in the way 
of digitizing the key information. 
YEATION has long-term focused on building its brand in many ways, such as moving people 
from the scene, getting users’ trust from data, and further strengthening the personalization of 
the brand. 
Compared with other e-commerce platforms, which focus on organizing large-scale promotion 
activities to launch a price war and taking “50% discount” and “big promotion” as their main 
slogan, YEATION emphasizes the concept of “life aesthetics of purchasing 3-commodities”, 
which is used as the slogan of e-commerce promotion activities. YEATION advocates the 
reasonable consumption, encourages users to choose the three products they really need. Users 
can get coupons in 20% discount and enjoy discount if they purchase any 3 items. However, 
they won’t be given discount if the items they buy is more than 3. In the promotion of goods, 
YEATION instills its brand concept, that is “good life is not so expensive”. 
Different from the general way of promotion that is more products they buy, more discounts 
they can get, YEATION adopts the opposite way. It creatively hold the activities that consumer 
can enjoy 20% discount for purchasing within three items and no discount from the fourth one, 
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so as to encourage users to choose the best and avoid making up the order. This is very special 
in the frenzied promotion of “add-on items for money off”, which is consistent with YEATION’s 
style. Perhaps for YEATION, which focuses on “high quality” and “good life”, rather than 
stimulating users to buy goods without restraint, it is more willing to show its life philosophy 
to users in this way. 
Strictly speaking, the carnival of “6.18” is the anniversary of Jingdong, but now it has become 
the “Double Eleven” of first half. It’s competitive in this day, for Jingdong shouts the slogan of 
“Carnival for quality” ; many consumers are engrossed by Tmall’s “carnival for fans”; even 
Suning puts forward “KO 6.18”. The strategy that consumers can get money off if they buy 
enough products and get more free for buying more has become the promotion means in almost 
all platforms. 
In such a hot wave of promotion, YEATION has put forward a new idea about shopping to 
consumers, like "Life aesthetics of purchasing three commodities" and “A good life just needs 
no more than three goods”. Not only the theme of consumption is refreshing, but also the 
content of promotion is special, such as  recommending only three products to purchase and 
enjoying discount for three products, no discount for more than three. While other e-commerce 
platforms are encouraging consumption and tempting consumers to buy, YEATION calls for 
rational shopping and closely communicate with consumers with the concept of “life aesthetics”. 

6. Conclusion 

In the background of consumption upgrade and big data, YEATION emerges. In the situation 
that the competition in traditional e-commerce is getting hotter, YEATION has created a 
differentiated way of high-quality e-commerce, known as the “YEATION mode”, which quickly 
open up the market and become a dark horse in the e-commerce industry. 
YEATION establishes its business philosophy, that is “good life is not so expensive” which 
accurately positions its targeted consumers and adheres to user thinking from the perspective 
of users’ needs. 
Whatever the goods or pre-sales or after-sales service, YEATION always puts the user 
experience in the first place, pays attention to the research of users’ needs and provides specific 
solutions by grasping the pain points of users. 
YEATION strictly supervises the whole procession of selection, production, marketing and 
after-sales to ensure product quality. YEATION extremely values quality in its whole 
development and tries something different. 
Only by constantly innovating and taking full advantages of its brand, e-commerce platform can 
stand out in the fierce competition, win the favor of many consumers, and occupy a place in e-
commerce field. 
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